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The Unforgettable Impact of Tiger Tanks on World War II

The mere mention of Tiger tanks sends a shiver down the spine of any World War
II enthusiast. These colossal war machines instilled fear in the hearts of their
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adversaries and left an indelible mark on the history of armored warfare. In his
groundbreaking book, "Tiger Tanks At War," Michael Green delves deep into the
compelling story behind these formidable German tanks, recounting the tales of
their awe-inspiring victories and their eventual downfall.

Unraveling the Secrets of Tiger Tanks

Michael Green's comprehensive exploration of Tiger tanks provides a captivating
account of these formidable beasts. The book delves into the intricate details of
their superior engineering, unrivaled firepower, and impenetrable armor. Readers
are taken on a journey through their development, deployment, and the
challenges faced by the crew members who operated these mechanical
behemoths.
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The author sheds light on the iconic Tiger I tank, which was introduced in 1942
and became a formidable opponent on the battlefields. Its 88mm KwK 36 main
gun and robust armor made it nearly impervious to enemy fire, earning it the
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reputation of an invincible war machine. The Tiger II, also known as the King
Tiger, made its presence felt in 1944 with enhanced armor and firepower, further
cementing the Tiger tanks as a force to be reckoned with.

The Dominance and Impact of Tiger Tanks

Michael Green meticulously analyzes the tactical and strategic impact of Tiger
tanks on World War II. With their exceptional capabilities, these tanks struck fear
into the hearts of Allied forces. Enemy troops faced a daunting challenge when
dealing with these menacing armored beasts on the battlefield.

The author provides vivid accounts of historical battles where Tiger tanks
demonstrated their sheer power and influence, such as the Battle of Kursk, the
largest tank battle in history. He dissects how these tanks outclassed their
adversaries and provided crucial support to German forces, influencing the
course of many conflicts.

The Downfall and Legacy of Tiger Tanks



Despite their undeniable prowess, Tiger tanks faced their share of challenges.
Michael Green explores the limitations of these tanks, as well as the strategic
mistakes made by the German High Command that led to their eventual downfall.
The author also sheds light on the innovative tactics employed by Allied forces to
overcome these seemingly invincible war machines.
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While their operational lifespan was relatively short, the legacy of Tiger tanks is
etched forever in military history. Michael Green skillfully illustrates their influence
on subsequent tank designs and the sweeping changes they brought to the
battlefield. From their fearsome reputation to the awe-inspiring accounts of their
battles, Tiger tanks will forever be remembered as icons of World War II.

: Dive Into the World of Tiger Tanks with Michael Green!

Michael Green's "Tiger Tanks At War" is a must-read for history enthusiasts,
military aficionados, and anyone intrigued by the triumphs and challenges of
armored warfare. Embark on a journey through time and explore the captivating
legacy of these legendary war machines. Discover the secrets, the triumphs, and
the ultimate downfall of Tiger tanks that changed the course of history forever.
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The first prototype for the Tiger tank was set to be ready for Hitlers birthday on
April 20, 1942. The Henschel Company, competing with Porsche, produced the
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superior model, and by August of that year the formidable Tiger--or
Panzerkampfwagen VI Tiger Ausf. H.--was in full production.

This book takes us behind the scenes with the Tiger tank, reviewing the full
history, the design and mechanics, and the mixed record of this machine, which
was designed to outgun its Russian counterparts. Military writer Michael Green
offers a close-up account--accompanied by photographs, diagrams, and maps--of
how the Tiger tank operated, how it was armed, and where it succeeded
brilliantly, as well as where it failed miserably.

His book fills a fascinating niche in the history of military technology, and of the
impact of technology on history itself.
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